**POLIETILENE LINEARE BASSA DENSITÀ**

Tubo lineare flessibile per alimenti
Linear low density polyethylene
Food grade linear low density polyethylene

**LEGENDA COLORI**

*Other colors subjected to availability or minimum order quantity. Get in touch with our sales to be informed about the instruments that Mebra Plastik makes available to access this information in an independent, simple and fast way.

**LEGGENDA COLORI**

*Other colors subjected to availability or minimum order quantity. Get in touch with our sales to be informed about the instruments that Mebra Plastik makes available to access this information in an independent, simple and fast way.

**LUNGHEZZE STANDARD**

25-50-100 m

**APPLICAZIONI**

- Automazione industriale
- Industrial automation
- Vuoto
- Vacuum equipment
- Macchine utensili
- Machine tool
- Resistenza chimica
- Chemical resistance
- Contatto alimenti
- Food transfer

**Pressioni esprime in % in funzione delle temperature**

Pressures expressed as a % in relation to temperature

-20°C a 70°C
-20°C to +70°C